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INTRODUCTION 

If you have always wanted to get involved and profit from the popularly called 

importation business, this is the right guide in your hands. After reading this, you’ll be 

able to start importing goods from outside the country and sell for profit. 

From the onset, citizens of West-African countries have been notable for their strong 

entrepreneurial spirit. The art of buying and selling for profit is so common not just 

amongst females, but amidst men.  

It is undisputable that even subsistence activities in any area of focus among Africans 

have indirect commercialization purpose. So truly, entrepreneurship is a way of life of 

an average African. 

As years pass by, civilization, coupled with advancement in science and technology 

began to change the ways things are done. Just like in every other sector like e-

learning, e-government, etc., we now have a modern way of buying and selling called 

E-commerce.  

E-commerce is a term used to describe buying and selling via internet whereby both 

parties (buyer/seller) transact with necessary accepted form of payment e.g. 

credit/debit card, money transfer, bank transfer, E-currencies and others. 

 

Every day, there are thousands of websites launched throughout the world and e-

commerce websites are really taking a great share of those websites. 

 

There are over 70 million internet users in Nigeria but still, many are being skeptical 

about making viable transactions online in the areas of E-commerce, due to a fear that 

is created because of the new changes brought about by E- commerce goes against 

the so called “CASH AND CARRY” slogan widely accepted as the fairest means of trade. 
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Importation still scares many away and I have taking my time to dissect the concept of 

buying from outside the country and selling for profit.  

 

I have made additional earnings selling products I bought on the internet and this 

book covers everything you need to know to do the same. I will show you step by step 

what to do and how to do it simply, and quickly. So, be determined to read from start 

to finish. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Making millions importing goods from outside the country and selling in 
your own country has been overhyped by many people. Your success really depends on 
you, what you choose to import, and how you sell. You must remember that gathering 
lots of money in any area takes time and work. But I’m going to show you what works 
as always. 

HINT: I have interviewed one of my students and I will share with you how he’s 

making his own money importing goods from outside Nigeria. I’m sure you really want 

to know that. So, Keep reading, it’s just few pages away.  

 

Let’s get started. Would you like to meet me on the next page? 
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SECTION 1: THE IMPORTATION BUSINESS CONCEPT 

 

Part 1:  THE REAL TRUTH BEHIND IMPORTATION BUSINESS 
 

In this part, you’ll get full grasp of the importation business model 

This diagram below illustrates it all 

 

 
 

 

This is the simple process you go through if you want to buy and import goods from 

outside Nigeria and sell for profit. 

 

But is that all? I’ll give you detailed explanation of the processes involved in each of 

these steps so that you won’t repeat huge mistakes I’ve made. 
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I’m sure you truly value nothing but the truth. Isn’t it? And that’s what I’ll tell you. So 

listen very carefully….. 

 

There are no secrets to buying goods online and shipping to your own country. There 

is really nothing to hide. Why would you waste your hard earned money attending 

seminars searching for what isn’t lost at all. I won’t just tell you how, but I will show 

you how, following few quick and easy steps.  

 

Every individual can sit from the comfort of their homes and get their products from 

anywhere outside the country, get it shipped to their doorsteps and that includes you! 

 

You have nothing to worry or be scared about. You can import goods and do with 

them whatever suits you. You can resell for profit, use, or even give out. 

 

So let’s really dive into business! 

 

Part 2:  A TO Z OF IMPORTING FROM OUTSIDE THE COUNTRY 

 

Let’s bring that diagram to mind once again. 
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WHAT YOU NEED TO DO 
 

 Find an ecommerce website 

 Sign up 

 Find products 

 Select the products 

 Make payment with your credit card/other payment method 

 Choose shipping method 

 And your product gets delivered to the address you provided when registering. 
 
After explaining these 7 steps, I’ll share with you how one of my students did make thousands 
following these steps and some tips you can take to heart as well. 
 
 
SECTION 2: GETTING STARTED 

PART 1:  YOU CAN IMPORT ALMOST ANYTHING AND SELL 
 

YES, you can import almost anything. What are you looking for? Virtually every 

product you want is being sold online in this e-commerce age. There lots of devices 

you can get online and sell in your home country right here in Nigeria. 

Are you a student searching for equipment and gadgets to use for your project?  

Is it farming equipment or tools you need? 

Is it a customizable item you’re looking for? 

Could it be furniture sets you want? 

Oh, it could be fabrics and leathers. 

No worries, top quality materials, equipment, instruments, tools, gadgets and other 

devices unavailable in your home country can be found, bought, and imported. It may 
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amaze you that some products out there could be different from the ones right here 

in Nigeria. So let’s get to it. How do you go about it? 

 

PART 2:  THE KEY STEPS EXPLAINED 

 

STEP 1: FIND ECOMMERCE WEBSITES YOU’RE COMFORTABLE WITH 

 

There are many ecommerce websites (online market place) in other countries. 

http://www.everbuying.com , http://www.alibaba.com, http://www.amazon.com, 

 http://www.dhgates.com , http://www.aliexpress.com are some of them and there are 

many more.  

Each of these online platforms has features, payment methods, and buyers’ protection 

policies that vary. You just have to log on and explore to see which one you are 

comfortable with. 

 

I HAVE BEEN USING ALIEXPRESS (So, I’ll follow the steps using this ecommerce 

platform). The Website is http://www.aliexpress.com/ 

 

http://www.everbuying.com/
http://www.alibaba.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.dhgates.com/
http://www.aliexpress.com/
http://www.aliexpress.com/
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WHY USE THIS E-COMMERCE PLATFORM? 

 

I make use of Aliexpress because it enables me to release payment to any seller I buy 

from after receiving my order (what I mean is, you pay but the seller won’t receive the 

payment yet). This is available so that I can send a query if what I received is as 

specified in the listing the seller gave online or not.  

After confirming that I have received my order as stated, aliexpress can now release 

the payment to the seller. 

 

This is it: The whole aliexpress platform allows many sellers to sell their product on the 

ecommerce website provided, to ensure customer satisfaction, when you buy a 

product, you pay, isn’t it? That payment has not reached the seller you bought from, 

it’s being held until you confirm you have received the order and in accordance with 

what you wanted.  

 

After receiving your order, make sure you confirm in your email that you have 

received the order. If you don’t in some days, aliexpress will assume you have gotten it 

and they pay the seller you bought from. 

There has been a lot of hearsay about getting fake products from aliexpress. Well, I’ve 

never bought a fake product because I know how to search for a product and I know 

what to look out for as I will show you. 

 

What if I told you aliexpress platform now sell “used to be unavailable” gadgets like 

iphone, apple pads and other new stuffs? I’m indirectly saying, the products are not 

fake because you should buy from a quality store. 

 

Don’t forget to follow and stay updated with Oasdom on your favorite social network 
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STEP 2: SIGN UP (register to use the service) 

It’s FREE. 

 

 

 
 

When signing up: There’s a section where you’ll have to provide your home/office 

address. Please kindly select your country, state and most especially your city/town 

and active phone number. 

In most cases, you’ll be the one to go pick up when your order arrives. Why? It is cost 

effective. We’ll talk about shipping soon. 

 

Follow the 3 step process and you’ll receive confirmation email. Click the link in the 

email sent to you or come and paste the verification code sent to you. Then, you’re 

good to go. Start shopping! 
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STEP 3: FIND PRODUCTS IN ANY OF THE CATEGORIES YOU WANT 
 

Finding the right product is something you must pay attention to. Why is it important?  

Would you want to purchase an electronic gadget that doesn’t meet the specification 

you expected? 

For example: you wanted an 7mm sleek thin android smartphone with a certain gig 

RAM and ROM. How would you feel if you saw one that catches your attention, you 

purchased it and when it got delivered to you, the RAM wasn’t what you expected? 

I’m sure it going to be painful. So let me show you below what to do… 

 

 
 

The left side panel titled “CATEGORIES” has been arrowed. This is the section where 

you can get quick access to what you’re looking for coupled with the “Search” panel 

where you can type and search what you’re looking for. 
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You can search using the filters. For example, if you want to search for golden 

wristwatch, you can type in the price range, the quantity etc. 

 

You can also search based on the shipping option available (free shipping or paid 

shipping). I will talk about that soon in few pages. 

 

 
 

You can click on each of the products that catches your attention to check the full 

specifications. 

 

In the diagram above also, I want you to find the seller option labeled “Seller Online” 

at the right. Have you found it? It is important. 
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**”SELLER ONLINE” FEATURE** 

 

This is very important; you can chat with the seller of the product or send him/her a 

message USING the “message centre” feature on the website, to increase your 

chances of getting the best as specified by you. You can ask questions, you can send 

an image of what you’re looking for if he has in his store.  

This is how I used the feature before I purchased an android tab. I asked questions to 

be very sure of what I’m paying for. 

Check out the screen shots from both the message platform provided by aliexpress 

and my email. Let me show you a screen shot of what I bought and how I asked 

questions from one out of many other sellers I bought from. 
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Find on below the pictures of what I ordered and when it was delivered to me. 
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This was a message from the seller. I wanted to know how slim the tab was, so he 

unboxed it before I bought it. 

 
 

I was sent an email immediately it was shipped  
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And here are the pictures of when I received it right in my hands. You can check the date I 

had a chat with the seller in the previous screenshot above 
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Here are other things I purchased and sold, most especially ladies shoes. Ladies love 

trendy shoes! Isn’t it? I sold them all for profit. (You’ll notice that this was my room. I 

unbox almost everything shipped in there) 
 

 

 

 

MY BLACKBERRY Q5 SIM TRAY – HOW I MADE MONEY 

 

I HAD A PROBLEM WITH MY BLACKBERRY Q5 sim tray and I couldn’t get it in my 

vicinity. Even in my community. (I got the phone few months after it was released). So 

I had no option than to order online. 

This is one of the major reasons for importation – you can make unavailable items 

available. 
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Actually I ordered for two differently. The first one I got was damaged by the phone 

repairer I gave it to. 

So here’s one of the messages I had with a seller I contacted on aliexpress and the 

screen shot of the 2 finished orders. 
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When you’re buying online, there are things to consider so that you end up buying 

from the right person. 
 

*What to look out for* 
 

 Check the FEEDBACK TAB 

I found out that looking into review made by other people about a product really 

helps. 

Can you still remember our example? The search for a golden wristwatch 

Let me show you why I will buy from this seller using the diagram below. I have 

pointed out what to look out for. 
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1,879 people from all around the world have bought this wristwatch, it shows it’s 

credible. 

The seller received 1,298 feedbacks! And; 

It also has a “contact seller” feature where you can reach the seller.  

 

 TOP RATED and STAR RATINGS 

Top rated sellers are 100% guarantee products both in quality and satisfaction. You 

can search based on top rated sellers. 

Also, if you check the star ratings, you see that thin arrow top left on the screen shot 

above? That’s 5 star ratings. 97% of customers enjoyed that product. Between 3 to 5 

star rating is ok. 
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But for me, I think having contact with the seller, asking questions and getting replies 

gives me a guarantee that I’m not going to be scammed coupled with other tips 

above. 

So those are things you should always look out for. One more thing; you can use the 

“Add to cart” feature to save a product if you can’t purchase it at the moment. 

 

STEP 4: MAKE PAYMENT WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD OR OTHER SOURCE OF 

PAYMENT 

 

Making Payment on the Internet (If you know how to do this, skip to page 29 or 30) 

 

Statistics show that over 3 billion people make use of the internet and Research shows 

that over 58% use the internet for shopping. 

New technology is making it easier to pay for things from anywhere in the world, but 

some are frightened to use it.  

 

BELOW are the “Reasons People Are Scared to shop Online” - The fun part is that you 

could possibly see yourself in the picture 

 

o You’ll find the top 5 e-commerce fears 

o Simple attitude about online shopping 

o 5 Tips to lower online shopping fears and anxieties. 

Don’t forget to follow and stay updated with Oasdom on your favorite social network 
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HERE ARE THE TOP 5 E-COMMERCE FEARS: 

1. Fear Of Credit Card Information Being Stolen 

Almost in every country, cases of credit card fraud and identity theft is on the rise 

each year, and this gives online customers valid reasons for being concerned that their 

information may be stolen. 

There are lots of programs out there which scammers and hackers use to get your 

credit card information. Not only that, they could lure anyone to provide credit card 

details before they get access to gift, etc.  

I could remember a Facebook work-from-home program one of my friends tried, he 

was told to purchase a tool kit for just a dollar. He did that and in 3 days, about N29, 

000 was deducted. The craziest part is, his credit card was used to make payment for 

some other things online, although he had nothing in that account, that was a signal 

he had to block the card. 

There are several stories like that. You have to be careful. But be rest assured that 

there are tips to make payment safely online. 

2. If It’s Not A Real Store, I Can’t Buy 

Have you ever wondered how buying something on the internet and having it right in 

your hands after payment will give you desired satisfaction? 

Purchasing items in a virtual shopping cart that has no physical address or location 

creates an uneasy feeling with the possibility that their item may not exist. This is 

another reason why you may be afraid of paying for items online. 

3. I Can’t Tell What The Product Is Really Like 

We are humans and our sense organs play vital role in almost everything we do. Many 

shoppers rely on the sensory aspect of shopping and because they can’t feel, touch, or 

even smell the product they become afraid of purchasing the wrong item. 
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Questions like; “what if the gold coating I’m seeing on the picture of this wristwatch 

turns out to be fake” arises in the minds of almost everyone who doesn’t want to 

squander his/her hard earned money buying a bad item. It creates a moment of doubt 

and eventually leads to not buying at all. 

4. Not Being Able To Track Orders 

Will my order really get to me? How do I know for sure? These questions pops up 

every now and then for almost new entrants into the e-commerce world. The ability to 

track orders is becoming more popular among e-commerce retailers and shoppers 

fears of losing an order and never seeing it again is common when a tracking service is 

not provided. 

5. If I Don’t Like It, I’ll Be Stuck With It 

Without a 100% satisfaction guarantee, many shoppers are afraid of not having the 

ability to return a bought item or if it is not what they were looking for, they may have 

to pay high shipping fees on a returnable item. 

Let’s just say almost everyone will prefer seeing the things they want to buy before 

making payment. 

But the following tips can lower your online shopping fears. 

 

7 TIPS TO LOWER ONLINE SHOPPING FEARS AND ANXIETIES 

In 2009, more than 92 million people made online purchases using credit cards, debit 

cards and services such as PayPal and Google checkout abroad. These tips below 

should help lower your shopping fear: 

1. Avoid clicking on pop-ups or warnings that indicate something is wrong with a 

sites’ SSL certificate.  

2. An important tool when online shopping is to double check the URL and starts 

with https versus http” 
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3. Getting rid of malware will avoid possible attempts of hackers using software to 

capture key stokes and screen images. 

4. Avoiding opening many tabs at the same time on a web browser will take away 

the risk of tab napping, which refers to a hacker who has the ability to steal 

banking information off browsers with many tabs open. 

5. Make your passwords known to you alone, when entering on forms, don’t click 

yes to the “remember password” feature in your web browsers. This really 

helps. 

It’s the information age, making payments online is in vogue and has changed the face 

of buying and selling.  

 

HOW TO PAY ONLINE WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD 

 

You definitely need a bank account in order to possess a credit card. It could be a visa 

card; a master card etc. After opening an account at your local bank and you have 

been issued a card attached to the bank account, most especially used for 

withdrawals, you are ready to also make online payments. 

 
Here is a typical credit card. It’s a visa card.  
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What You Need 

 The credit card number: This is written across the face of every card. Here we 

have 2354 3456 0952 4264. Every payment gateway that allows credit card 

payment will ask for your card number so input your credit card number. 

 

 Expiration: This is the month within which your card expires i.e can’t be used for 

withdrawals nor online payments after expiration. This is often denoted by 

“EXP” in some cards or “VALID THRU” in some others depending on the bank 

you use.  

You will have to provide this information in the field provided on the payment 

gateway when you want to make an online payment. In this case, it is 12/16 (i.e 

card expires December 2016). 

 Name: Your name as written on your card might be required for an online 

payment to be made. 

It could be divided into first name and last name. So, in the field provided, type 

your first name and last name. in this case, it could be UJU AYO and ABUBAKAR 

respectively. 

One more information on your credit card is needed and that is;  

 CVV: Is a new authentication procedure established by credit card companies to 

further efforts towards reducing fraud for internet transactions. It consists of 

requiring a card holder to enter the CVV number in at transaction time to verify 

that the card is on hand. The CVV code is a security feature for "card not 

present" transactions (e.g., Internet transactions), and now appears on most 

credit and debit cards. This new feature is a three- or four-digit code which 

provides a cryptographic check of the information embossed on the card. 

Therefore, the CVV code is not part of the card number itself. 

The CVV code helps ascertain that the customer placing the order actually possesses 
the credit/debit card and that the card account is legitimate. Each credit card 
company has its own name for the CVV code, but it functions the same for all major 
card types. (VISA refers to the code as CVV2, MasterCard calls it CVC2, and American 
Express calls it CID.) 
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Optionally, your card PIN may be required i.e in most cases, the 4 digit know to you 

alone that you input at the ATM to make withdrawals and some other activities. (Be 

careful to give out this particular information on secure websites). 

When you input all the fields required at the payment gateway, you are ready to make 

an online payment. Go ahead, push the buy and pay online! 

 

STEP 5: CHOOSE SHIPPING METHOD 

There are two options for you to choose from, right from when you are selecting the 

product to buy. Next to the product, you’ll see either “free shipping” or the shipping 

cost is being attached. 

 

****SHIPPING AND TRACKING**** 

 

 PAID SHIPPING 

 

UPN, FEDEX, TNT, DHL, China post, EMS are the shipping channels used on Aliexpress. 

So, the one available for the product you select will be displayed. I never tried ‘paid 

shipping’ because I always want to reduce my cost. But I have friends who want to get 

their product delivered quickly, so they do paid shipping. 

I do go for products with free shipping. If you go for paid shipping, charges could range 

from few bucks; say $3 to $10 or even $60 and it’s going to be added to the cost of 

product you want to get. I’m sure you wouldn’t want to go for a $10 product with 

shipping cost of $19. Will you? 

286 
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One thing about paid shipping is, your product gets to you very quickly. After all you 

paid for it. About 4 to 8 days. 

 

 FREE SHIPPING 

I minimize the cost of every purchase I make by using the free shipping method.  

But the truth is; it takes a longer time before my product gets to me. But for how 

long?  

Maximum of 17 days is all I have tried. So don’t think your products won’t get 

delivered.  

Every of my products get to me, there’s none I didn’t receive. 

 

PROCESSING TIME: 

Is the time that is meant for the seller, supplier, and producer to package the product 

and take it to the courier service you picked at the initial stage which ranges from 2 - 4 

days. You’ll receive an email that your order has been placed and also, that your order 

has been shipped to your destination. 

 

TRACKING 

One of the reasons I recommend Aliexpress is that it offers a tracking number, sent to 

your email immediately your order has been shipped, that you can use to confirm if 

your order has been delivered to the postal address in the city or town you choose. 

You can click on any of the links to track your orders:  

1 Nipost     2 TrackOnline    3 17Track 

 

RECEIVING YOUR ORDER 

Every city has one or more postal services. Yes, they still function. If you use free 

shipping, just like my postal service does, you’ll receive a call/SMS when your order 

has arrived.  

Head to the postal service office and go with an i.d card to show you are the real 

owner of the order that has arrived.  

 

 

 

http://www.nipost.gov.ng/TrackAndConfirm.aspx
http://www.trackitonline.ru/
http://www.17track.net/
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ADDED TIPS FOR YOU TO PROFIT 

 

o SUPER DEALS 

Every week and every day, aliexpress provides great deals of about 25 to 68% discount 

offers! Wouldn’t you want to grab a share of that pie? There’ll be notification about 

the time in which the deals will be opened for sale; you just have to be ready.  

You’ll be given the number of pieces of an order you can take. E.g 3 pieces of 8 gig 

flash drive for just $3.2. I’m sure you know how much you can make from this. It could 

be a tablet, smartphone, etc. It’s simple; buy very cheap using the super deal feature 

and sell for more profit. Super deals are great. I love that feature. 

 

o DESIGNED OR CUSTOMIZED ITEMS 

 
How many of these types of flash drives have you seen out there? 

 

 
Products like these grab people’s attention and they’ll want to have one. 
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o PICTURES  

Pictures play a very important in role in adverts and marketing campaigns you see 

everywhere. 

Do you know that showing pictures of likely products that might interest your 

neighbors, friends, work mates or roommates alone is a great way to start?  

 

The price stated on the ecommerce website of your choice is known to you. After 

showing him/her, you can ask a prospective customer how much he/she thinks the 

item goes for. Whatever replies you get gives you an edge, would he/she want to get 

one should be your next question, if in your mind, you’re in profit. 

Make her pay and you order. 

 

You know what? I promised to show you one of my students and how he’s been 

making his cool cash. 

Let’s meet him now. 

 

 
I’m so glad to feature him and his success in this guide. With his busy schedule he 

found a way to make time. Let’s meet him. 

 

1. Can you introduce yourself in few words? 

My name is Joseph Taiwo, Teewee for short, and I’m a student of Ladoke Akintola 

University of Technology, Oyo state, Nigeria. 
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2. How did you get to know about importation business? 

I got to know about the importing business when I was in my third year in school, 

through Steve and his team. I must say meeting them was one of the best things that 

happened to me. 

3. What did you think it was in the first place?  

I’ll put it straight. To be honest I was so scared of starting an online business because 

of different scaring stories about hackers, scams and the limiting online exposure I had 

just like almost everyone else. 

The fear of paying online for goods was so much that I was too afraid to start with the 

smallest amount I’ve got. There was a time I intend starting with N100 Naira (it’s funny 

though, but I wanted to be so sure I’m ready for this), back then a dollar to one naira 

was still reasonable. 

I had to get my ATM card from Guaranty Trust Bank and I was taught how to place an 

order after searching for products with discounts and high quality.  

Will my products get delivered? This question still got me up in the middle of the night 

before I started but thanks to my tutor, he gave me detailed explanation that will get 

me on track just like the quality information you’re getting in this book and finally I 

shipped my first product. 

4. What can you say about the business and are you really making money?  

The business has been so rewarding, if you’re reading this, be rest assured you will 

make profit from the products you ship in. I have been able to make thrice of what I 

bought online 

There was a time I bought a good of about N25, 000 and to my greatest surprise I 

realize a total of 76 thousand seven hundred naira. You need to be able to sell your 

stuffs, market your products and assure them you’ll benefit from this. 
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This is not a joke. Check out the screen grab of the chat I had with Mr. Joseph, when I 

was preparing this book. 

 

 I guess this screen shot says it all 

 

5. How did you get started and what are the processes you followed right from 

seeing a product online to having the product in your hands, right here in 

Nigeria? 

I got started by carting goods I’m interested in, after I check all descriptions of the 

goods carted, after that I’ll have a chat with the sellers confirming whether the goods 

are available and authentic, asides that I’ll check other buyers review or feedbacks. I 
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was being assured by each buyer that a selected product will be delivered to Nigeria, 

and since my country has been indicated to receive goods I feel relieved.  

6. Can you show case some products you have bought and the categories of 

products you’ve purchased in order to sell for profit?  

 

Absolutely 

 

These are just two out of many products I’ve sold for maximum profit. There’s always 

a buyer of authentic and lasting goods with reasonably low discount. 
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7. One question my students would want to find an answer to is; ‘how exactly do 

you sell to make profit?’ 

It’s simple. I always tell my clients that there are goods with reasonable discount. I get 

them informed immediately I get something they’ll be interested in and I try to show 

them pictures and samples too.  

I use aliexpress too and the price of the product e.g on the ‘super deals’ page will be 

known to me and it’s in dollars. When I’m showing the product to each of them, they’ll 

surely ask of the price. I never make the mistake of underpricing (what I’m saying is; I 

convert dollars to naira, and add an amount I’ll gain as profit). If this goes well with 

any of my customers, I collect money from them and place an order with it. I’ve made 

my profit even before the product arrives. 

The only thing you need as a seller is to try to convince your buyer that you have all 

they need.  

8. What would you advise those who don’t have an additional source of income 

(advice). 

My advice is simple and candid. Making financial struggle less choking without extra 

sources of income isn't easy unless your parents are billionaire, even so, as someone 

who wants to aim high it's better to have an additional source of income in order to be 

on a safer side. Buying and selling is one skill everyone should learn to do. It pays a 

long term benefit. 

9. If you will get paid to teach what you know about importation business, how 

much will you charge? 

My money can't be paid (just joking o). If I’m to charge I’ll charge tens of thousands of 

naira because you’ll make real money. No one is ready to take you from the very 

scratch to the core on the real truth behind importation business. This book just did! 

I’m glad to be part of this. I’m certain oasdom will do more to take every interested 

individual on how to make money online. Importation business is just one tiny part I 

guess. 
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Hope you have learned a thing on two from that brief interview with Mr. Taiwo? Try to 

buy something for as low as $2 and sell when it gets to you in Nigeria, see how much you 

make as profit and you’ll be motivated to do more. 

 

SAME RULES APPLY WHEN YOU BUY  

ONLINE IN YOUR COUNTRY 
 

Don’t forget, I buy online from outside Nigeria to profit as one of the reasons stated 

few pages at the beginning of this book. I also buy online in my country as well.  

 

For instance, JUMIA.COM is a popular brand that operates in about 12 countries 

offering wide range of electronics, fashion, home appliances etc. It was founded in 

2012. As of 2015, Jumia has warehouses in eight other countries, including Egypt, 

Morocco, Kenya, Cote devoir, Uganda, Ghana, and Cameroon etc. 

 

KONGA.COM also is a popular brand in Nigeria that offers varieties of products in 

different categories with quick delivery (maximum of 4 days) and guess what? They 

offer a “Pay on Delivery *POD+” payment method. Asides paying online, you can pay in 

cash when your order arrives. It was founded in 2012 as well with about 700 

employees as at 2015. 

 

The newly launched ecommerce website promoted for everyone in Nigeria to benefit 

from is YudalaOnline. A smartphone (HP slate voice tab) was received from this 

platform and the shipping was so incredible. I love it. 

 

Check out this screen shot of a product (Infinix X507 smart phone) I earned from, just 

buying for people online using the konga.com ecommerce platform. 
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I didn’t buy in bulk. NO. I simply bought one for myself and showed it to many of them 

(customers), the smartphone was in trend, they loved it. I collected money from each 

of them and I went on to place an order day by day. I received each order in 4 days 

maximum and I pay on delivery. That’s a very fast delivery I’ll say.  

So, you also can try it out as well. But how exactly can you do that.  
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ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS: 

 

 Choose the e-commerce website of your choice (konga.com, jumia.com, 

bestbuy.com, dealdey.com, the new yudalaonline.com etc.) 

 Sign up by providing your email, choose a password and your home/office 

address for delivery 

 Find products you want to buy 

 Make payments choosing the payment method offered by the platform. 

 Your order gets shipped to you in the address you provided. 

 

 

Below are my customers, and what they have to say when I got each of them the 

Infinix Hot 507 smartphone when it was launched. REMEMBER: I didn’t incur any cost 

whatsoever, I didn’t rent a shop to keep any product, and I did all these from home. 

Most especially I collect money from them before delivery and I paid on delivery. 

This is an indication you also can harness the power of the internet to earn additional 

income. 
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Thank you for reading all the way. 

Did you enjoy reading this? Did you learn new things? I’m glad to have taken time to 

create this for you and other several thousands or millions of people out there who 

are new entrants into the online world and the importation business as well. 

 

After reading this book, it is my intention that many of your mind burning questions 

will have been answered and if not, it should inspire you to dig further to find the 

answers that work for you. Over the past few years I’ve been in the online world, one 

of the most important lessons that I’ve learned is to spark my curiosity on any subject 

of interest. 

While this book may not give you all the technical answers you may want, the 

intention is to offer you an insight into how things are done and try as much as 

possible to put you through the steps involved. It is this thinking pattern that I have 

delivered in this book.  

So, all you need to do right now is to go ahead, just give it a try, start and you’ll realize 

you can also derive a better way of doing things and help other people as well. 

Remember: We’ll be glad to receive your feedback and testimonies after putting what 

you’ve learned into practice. We’re sure you’ll do a great job. 

Watch out for more value-adding information from Oasdom. 

Don’t forget to follow and stay updated with Oasdom on your favorite social network 

 

 

If you need just about anything, feel free to send an email to Suport@Oasdom.com  

Expect more value-adding information contents 

mailto:Suport@Oasdom.com

